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Abstract
A k-truss is a relaxation of a k-clique developed by Cohen (2005), specifically a connected
graph in which every edge is incident to at least k triangles. The k-truss has proved to be a
useful tool in identifying cohesive networks in real-world graphs such as social networks. Despite
its simplicity and its utility, the combinatorial and algorithmic aspects of k-truss have not been
thoroughly explored.
We provide nearly-tight bounds on the edge counts of k-trusses. We also give two improved
algorithms for finding k-trusses in large-scale graphs. First, we present a simplified and faster
algorithm, based on approach discussed in Wang & Cheng (2012). Second, we present a theo-
retical algorithm based on fast matrix multiplication; this extends an algorithm of Bjo¨rklund et
al. (2014) for generating triangles from a static graph to a dynamic data-structure.
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1 Introduction
In a number of contexts, we can represent agents by an undirected graph G = (V,E); the vertices
represent the agents and the edges represent an interaction. For example, in a social network, the
vertices may represent people with an edge if they know each other. One basic task (which is
necessarily underspecified) is to find a cohesive network of G: a maximal subgraph whose vertices
are “highly connected”; this may represent a discrete community in the overall network, or another
type of subgroup with a high degree of mutual relationship. We emphasize that since we are ulti-
mately trying to understand a non-mathematical property of G, we cannot give an exact definition
of a cohesive network.
There are a number of graph-theoretic structures that can be used to attempt to find such
cohesive networks in G. A clique is the most highly connected substructure. An alternate choice,
suggested by [13], is based on the the k-core, which is defined as the maximal induced subgraph G[U ]
in which each vertex has degree at least k. One can analogously define a k-core for a hypergraph,
as a maximal induced subgraph G[U ] in which each vertex is contained in at least k hyper-edges.
However, a k-core still gives a relatively weak connectivity condition, which may not be enough to
focus the analysis of very large graphs.
The k-truss, first introduced by Cohen in [5] and [6], is one such filter. We define a k-truss to
be a graph with at least three vertices in which every edge is incident to at least k triangles. We
define a k-truss-component of G to be a maximal vertex set X such that that induced subgraph
G[X] is a k-truss.1 A k-clique is a (k − 2)-truss and a k-truss is a (k + 1)-core. The k-truss has
been rediscovered and renamed several times. The earliest example was its definition as a k-dense
core [12], which was motivated by the goal of detecting dense communities where the k-core proved
to be too coarse. It was also defined as a triangle k-core in [18] and used a motif exemplar in
graphs. Other names include k-community [15] and k-brace [14]. Typically in these contexts k
should be thought of as small compared to the graph size, of order O(1) or O(polylog n).
For our purposes, we define a triangle of G to be a set of three edges e1, e2, e3 in E which form
a cycle. The k-truss-components of G can be derived from the k-core of an associated hypergraph
H; namely, the vertex set of H is the edge set of G, and the edge set of H is the set of triangles of
G. The k-cores of this hypergraph H corresponds to a set of edges L ⊆ E, such that the connected
components of the graph (V,L) are isolated vertices plus the k-truss-components of G. We refer to
H as the triangle hypergraph of G. For each e ∈ G, we define τ(e) to be the maximal value of k
such that e is in a k-core of H.
Algorithms for finding the k-truss-components of G typically entail computing τ(e) for every
edge e ∈ G; once this step has been performed, we can compute the k-truss-components of G (for
any value of G) by using a simple breadth-first search of G restricted to edges e with τ(e) ≥ k. In
[2], Batagelj & Zaversnik gave a linear-time algorithm finding core decomposition of a graph; this
algorithm can easily be adapted to hypergraphs, giving an algorithm to compute τ in time and
memory O(|V (H)|+ |E(H)|).
The graph G could contain as many as m3/2 triangles; thus |E(H)| could be as large as m3/2.
This makes the k-truss-component computation more expensive than the k-core computation. The
original algorithm of Cohen [6] computes τ in O(m5/2) time which is quite costly for large graphs.
A later approach was outlined by Wang & Cheng [16] to use O(m3/2) time and just O(n + m)
memory; their algorithm is not so easy to implement though due to its use of relatively heavy data
structures.
1Cohen defined the k-truss as being a one-component subgraph such that every edge in the k-truss is incident to
at least k − 2 triangles. This k − 2 parameter was presumably chosen for convenience so that a k-clique is a k-truss.
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This k-truss has become a backbone in a wide variety of scientific and social network studies
where it has proved to be a useful tool in identifying cohesive networks. An appealing feature
is that the k-truss decomposition algorithm is relatively practical, making it feasible for pattern
mining and community detection in large graphs. In [4] it was used to mine graph patterns and
in [14] it served to classify user engagement in Facebook. Additionally, the k-truss decomposition
algorithm serves as a fast filter for solving the clique problem since a (k + 2)-clique is a k-truss.
1.1 Our contributions
Despite the simplicity in design and utility in understanding real-world networks, very few proper-
ties of the k-truss have seen formal treatment, either from a combinatorial or algorithmic point of
view. We address these gaps in this paper.
Section 2 describes some elementary local properties of the k-truss. Our main combinatorial
subject of investigation is the minimum number of edges in a k-truss. Section 3 gives asymptotically
tight bounds for this quantity. Section 4 defines a stricter notion of critical k-truss, which is a k-
truss none of whose subgraphs are themselves k-trusses. We analyze how this stricter requirement
affects the bounds on edge count. We summarize the main results of these sections as follows:
Theorem 1.1. The minimum number of edges in a connected k-truss on n vertices, is n(1+k/2)+
Θ(k2) for any value of n, k. The minimum number of edges in a critical k-truss on n vertices is
nk/2 + Θ(n+ k2) for any value of n, k.
In Section 5 we describe a new algorithm for k-truss decomposition using linear memory and
O(m3/2) time. This algorithm is inspired by the approach of Wang & Cheng but uses much simpler
and faster data structures; it should be practical for large-scale graphs.
In Section 6 we give an algorithm for k-truss based on fast matrix multiplication. This algorithm
avoids enumerating all the triangles of G, and thus achieves running times significantly below m3/2.
We summarize our main algorithmic result as follows:
Theorem 1.2. There is an algorithm which takes a parameter Kmax as input, and computes the
k-truss-decomposition for all k ≤ Kmax.
1. If Kmax ≤ m0.029, then the algorithm runs in O(m1.4071K0.07971max ) time and O(m1.1860) memory.
2. If the linear-algebra constant ω is equal to 2, then the algorithm runs in m4/3+o(1)K
1/3
max time
and O˜(m4/3 +mKmax) memory.
This algorithm is theoretically appealing, but the algorithm of Section 5 is more likely to be use-
ful in practice. While there have been numerous algorithms for triangle counting and enumeration
via fast matrix multiplication [1], [3], these cannot be applied directly to k-truss decomposition. The
latter requires removing edges G, which would require recalculating the neighborhood and triangle
counts. Thus, we must turn the static algorithms used by [3] into a dynamic data-structure.
1.2 The connection between k-truss combinatorics and cohesive networks
The k-truss is an interesting and poorly-studied combinatorial object, and this is the primary reason
for our study of its combinatorial properties. But, there is an important connection between our
analysis of the minimum edge counts of a k-truss and its use as a heuristic for discovering cohesive
networks. Intuitively, a cohesive network should be highly connected. Thus the edge counts of a
cohesive network on n nodes should be quite high, perhaps on the order of n2.
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Our results in Section 3 show some types of k-truss structures have edge counts as low as Θ(kn).
These can be viewed as pathological cases where the k-truss heuristic does a poor job at discovering
the underlying graph structure.
The extremal example of Section 3 consists of a large number of copies of the complete graph
Kk+2, connected only at vertices. This graph can be viewed as a collection of disjoint communities,
joined by vertices. In particular, it contains many subgraphs which are themselves k-trusses. This
extremal graph is clearly a collection of multiple distinct cohesive networks, each of which has
relatively high connectivity. Due to this extremal example, we are motivated to define a stricter
notion of critical k-truss as a heuristic for finding truly cohesive networks: namely, a collection
of edges which is a k-truss but which contains no smaller k-truss. It seems reasonable that this
restriction might give a more robust heuristic for cohesive networks.
In Section 4, we demonstrate that even this stricter definition has similar extremal examples;
the additional restriction of connectivity does not increase the minimum edge by any appreciable
amount. So, using critical k-truss as a heuristic for finding cohesive networks, may also allow
pathological cases.
These results point to the fact that the k-truss is only a crude heuristic for discovering cohesive
networks; while it may be useful in many types of real-world networks, there are other cases in
which it points to spurious structure.
1.3 Notation
We let n denote the number of vertices and m the number of edges of G. The neighborhood of a
vertex v ∈ G is the set N(v) = {u | (u, v) ∈ E} and d(v) = |N(v)| is the degree of v. We let N+(v)
be the inclusive neighborhood of v, that is N+(v) = {v} ∪N(v).
For two vertices u, v, we use the notation u < v to denote either that d(u) < d(v) or d(u) = d(v)
and u is lexicographically earlier than v. We let N<(v) denote the neighbors u ∈ N(v) with u < v,
and we let d<(v) = |N<(v)|.
We say an edge e is a neighbor to f if e, f share a common vertex.
For any vertex v, 4(v) is the local count of triangles involving vertex v. Similarly 4(e) is the
count of triangle involving edge e and 4(G) is the the global count of triangles in G.
For any integer t, we let [t] denote the set {1, . . . , t}.
The complete graph on n vertices (n-clique) is denoted by Kn.
2 Properties of the k-truss
In this section, we collect a few simple observations on the connectivity properties of a k-truss.
Observation 2.1. Each vertex in a k-truss must have at least k + 1 neighbors, with which it
supports at least k triangles.
We say a vertex v is min-degree in a k-truss if d(v) = k + 1.
Observation 2.2. Each vertex v in a k-truss must be incident to at least k(k+ 1)/2 triangles and
therefore N(v) contains at least
(
k+1
2
)
edges.
Observation 2.3. If v is min-degree, then N+(v) forms a k + 2-clique.
Proof. Suppose u,w are neighbors of v which are not connected. By definition of k-truss, |N(u) ∩
N(v)| ≥ k. So N(u) ∩N(v) is disjoint to {u,w}, thus showing at least k + 2 neighbors of v.
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Observation 2.4. The minimum number of vertices in k-truss is exactly k + 2.
Proof. Each vertex must have degree at least k+1, thus each k-truss contains at least k+2 vertices.
On the other hand, Kk+2 is a k-truss with k + 2 vertices.
The properties can be used to bound the clustering coefficient (a common measure of graph
density) in a k-truss.
Definition 2.5. We define the clustering coefficient cc(v) as
cc(v) =
|{u,w ∈ N(v) | {u,w} ∈ E}|(
d(v)
2
)
Thus cc(v) is a real number in the range [0, 1].
Observation 2.6. In a k-truss, the clustering coefficient for each vertex v must satisfy
cc(v) ≥ k(k + 1)
d(v)
(
d(v)− 1) (1)
Proof. The vertex v must have at least k+1 neighbors, all of which support at least k triangles with
that vertex. Then at least
(
k+1
2
)
pairs of neighbors are connected, therefore cc(v) ≥ (k+12 )/(d(v)2 ).
If v has min-degree, then cc(v) = 1, indicating that v and its neighbors form a clique.
Proposition 2.7. A k-truss with k+ 3 vertices must contain at least two copies of the clique Kk+2
(possibly overlapping).
Proof. Suppose first that every vertex has degree k + 2. Then the k-truss must be a k + 3-clique,
which contains two copies of Kk+2. Otherwise, some vertex v must have degree k + 1 exactly. By
Observation 2.3, N+(v) is a copy of Kk+2. Therefore there is exactly one vertex w which is not a
neighbor of v. So again d(w) = k + 1 and N(w) is a copy of Kk+2. Since v, w are not neighbors,
these two copies are distinct.
3 Minimum edge counts for the connected k-truss
It may be surprising that a connected k-truss can be extremely sparse despite its application in
finding cohesive networks. (Without the connectivity requirement, this is trivial — a graph with
isolated points is a k-truss with zero edges.) In this section, we will compute a tight bound on
the minimum number of edges for a connected k-truss on n vertices. Let us define Mn,k to be the
minimum number of edges in any connected n-node k-truss graph. We will prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. For every k ≥ 1 and n ≥ k + 2, we have
(n− 1)(1 + k/2) ≤Mn,k ≤ n(1 + k/2) + Θ(k2)
Furthermore, if n ≡ 1 mod k + 1, then
Mn,k = (n− 1)(1 + k/2)
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We begin by proving the lower bound on the edge count of a k-truss G. Since G is connected,
it has a spanning tree T , which we may take to be a rooted tree (with an arbitrary root). Each
edge of T is in at least k triangles.
Consider a triangle of G in which at least one edge is in T . If two edges of this triangle are in T ,
we say that it is double-tree. Otherwise (if only edge of the triangle is in T ) we say it is single-tree.
If an edge e ∈ E − T participates in a double-tree triangle, we say that e is double-tree-compatible
otherwise it is double-tree-incompatible.
Proposition 3.2. Let u, v, w be a single-tree triangle where (u, v) ∈ T . Then either (u,w) or (v, w)
is double-tree-incompatible.
Proof. If (u,w), (v, w) are both double-tree-compatible, this would imply that (u, x), (x,w) ∈ T and
(v, y), (w, y) ∈ T for vertices x, y. Also, x, y must be distinct from v; for if x = v, then this would
imply (v, w) ∈ T . But then u, x, w, y, v, u defines a path on the tree, which is a contradiction.
Our proof strategy will be to construct a function F mapping T × [k] to E − T . We do so
as follows. Consider an edge e = (x, y) ∈ T , where y is a child of x. Select k triangles z1, . . . , zk
involving e. For each index i such that zi is double-tree, F maps e, i to the unique off-tree edge of
zi.
For each index i where zi is single-tree, there are two cases. First, suppose that exactly one
edge f of zi is double-tree-incompatible; then F maps e, i to f . Second, suppose that both edges
of zi are double-tree-incompatible; then F maps e, i to the edge of zi containing y. In other words,
F maps e, i to the double-tree-incompatible edge of zi, breaking ties by greater depth in T .
This tie-breaking rule has the following consequence: suppose that u is the T -parent of x and
F ((u, x), i) = (u, v), where (u, v) ∈ E − T is double-tree-incompatible. Then necessarily the edge
(x, v) must be double-tree-compatible.
Proposition 3.3. Every f ∈ E − T has at most two preimages under F .
Proof. Consider some f = (u, v) ∈ E − T .
Case I: f is double-tree-compatible. Then the only possible preimages to f would come
from double-tree triangles in which f is the one off-tree edge. There can only be a single such
triangle; for, if u, v, x and u, v, y were two such triangles, then this would imply u, x, v, y, u is a
path on T. Since there is only a single such triangle, the only possible preimages of f are the two
tree-edges in this double-tree triangle.
Case II: f is double-tree-incompatible. The only preimages to f would come from T -edges
involving vertices u, v.
We claim that the following situation cannot occur: f has two preimages (u, x), (u, y) where x, y
are T -children of u. For in this case, by our tie-breaking rule the edges (x, v) and (y, v) are double-
tree-compatible. So there are vertices r, s (possibly equal to each other) with (x, r), (r, v) ∈ T and
(y, s), (s, v) ∈ T . So v, s, y, u, x, r, v is a path on T , a contradiction.
Now, suppose that f has three preimages (u, x), (u, y), (u, z). At most one of the vertices x, y, z
can be the T -parent of u, so we may assume without loss of generality that x, y are T -children of
u. But this situation is ruled out be the argument in the preceding paragraph.
Next, let us consider the case that f has three preimages (u, x), (u, y), (v, z). Again, we have
ruled out the case that x, y are both T -children of u. So assume without loss of generality that x
is the T -parent of u and y is a T -child of u.
The tie-breaking rule again ensures that (v, y) is double-tree-compatible. So there is some vertex
r such that (y, r), (r, v) ∈ T . Since u is the T -parent of y, this implies that y is the T -parent of y
and r is the T -parent of v and v is the T -parent of z.
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Since F maps (v, z) to f and v is the T -parent of z, our tie-breaking rule again ensures that
(z, u) is double-tree-compatible. So there is some vertex s with (z, s), (s, u) ∈ T . So u, y, r, v, z, s, u
is a path on T , a contradiction.
The lower bound in Theorem 3.1 now follows immediately: E−T has cardinality at least |T |k/2,
and so |E| ≥ |T |+ |T |k/2 = (n− 1)(1 + k/2).
We next show an upper bound on Mn,k. We construct the witness to this by means of the
following construction: given two graphs G,H, we define G∗H as the graph obtained by identifying
an arbitrary vertex of G with an arbitrary vertex of H. The resulting graph G ∗H has |V (G)| +
|V (H)| − 1 vertices and |E(G)|+ |E(H)| edges.
Observation 3.4. If G,H are connected k-trusses then G ∗H is a connected k-truss
We may now construct a series of graphs which nearly matches Theorem 3.1.
Proposition 3.5. Let k ≥ 1 and let n ≥ k + 2.
1. There is a connected k-truss with n vertices and n(1 + k/2) +O(k2) edges
2. If n ≡ 1 mod (k+1), there is a connected k-truss with n vertices and exactly (n−1)(1+k/2)
edges.
Proof. Write n as n = s(k + 1) + r, where r, s are the unique integers with k + 2 ≤ r < 2k + 3 and
s ≥ 0.
Now form the graph G = A1 ∗ · · · ∗As ∗B, where A1, . . . , As are copies of Kk+2 and B is a copy
of Kr. By Observation 3.4, G is a connected k-truss. Also, G has s(k + 2) − (s − 1) + r − 1 = n
vertices, and has m = s
(
k+2
2
)
+
(
r
2
)
edges.
If n ≡ 1 mod k, then r = k + 2 and s = n−k−2k+1 and so G has exactly (n− 1)(1 + k/2) edges.
In the general case, we see that
m− n(1 + k/2) = r(r − k − 3)
2
<
(2k + 3)(2k + 3− k − 3)
2
= O(k2)
We may also derive bounds on the triangle counts of the connected k-truss.
Observation 3.6. A connected k-truss on m edges and n vertices must contains at least mk3 ≥
(n−1)(k+2)
6 triangles. This bound is exactly tight for n ≡ 1 mod (k + 1).
Proof. Each edge is incident upon at least k triangles and each triangle is incident on 3 edges.
To see that this bound is tight, note that A1 ∗ · · · ∗As, where A1, . . . , As are copies of Kk+2 and
s = n−1k+1 , has exactly n vertices and
(n−1)(k+2)
6 triangles.
Applying Proposition 3.5 with n = s(k + 1) + 1 and s →∞, we see that the edge-density of a
connected k-truss (the ratio m/
(
n
2
)
), may go to zero.
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4 Critical connectivity of the k-truss
Definition 4.1 (Critical k-truss). We say that G is a critical k-truss if G is a k-truss with no
isolated vertices, but G(E′) is not a k-truss for any non-empty E′ ( E.
It is clear that any critical k-truss is connected. The extremal graphs used in Proposition 3.5
are very far from critical — they contain many k+ 2-cliques. Arguably, a critical k-truss is a more
relevant structure for the purposes of community detection — if a given graph contains smaller
k-trusses, then it is better thought of as a conglomeration or collection of multiple communities
rather than a single self-cohesive network of its own.
We mention a few observation on critical k-trusses.
Observation 4.2. A critical k-truss cannot contain exactly k + 3 vertices.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, the k-truss with k + 3 vertices contains two copies of Kk+2, both of
which are themselves k-trusses.
Observation 4.3. A critical k-truss is either Kk+2, or contains no vertices of degree k + 1.
Proof. By Observation 2.3, if v has degree k+ 1 then the neighborhood of v is a copy of Kk+2.
Observation 4.4. The graph K3 is the only critical 1-truss.
Proof. Suppose that G is a critical 1-truss, and let e be an edge of G. So e is contained in at least
one triangle with edges e′, e′′. Then G({e, e′, e′′}) is a 1-truss.
For any k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k+2, let us define M∗n,k to be the minimum number of edges in a critical
n-node k-truss graph. We note that M∗k+3,k =∞ by Observation 4.2. Also, clearly M∗k+2,k =
(
k+2
2
)
and M∗n,k =∞ for n < k + 2.
Lemma 4.5. For any integers k ≥ 1, n > k + 2 we have
M∗n+2,k+2 ≤M∗n,k + 2n
M∗n+1,k+1 ≤M∗n,k + n
Proof. We begin with the first bound. Let G = (V,E) be a critical k-truss with n vertices and
m = M∗n,k edges. Create a new graph G
′ as follows. G′ has all the vertices and edges of G, plus
two new vertices x1, x2. We add a new set F of edges connecting x1, x2 to the previous vertices,
where F is chosen so that G′ = (V ∪ {x1, x2}, E ∪F ) has the properties that (i) G′ is a k+ 2-truss
and (ii) F is inclusion-wise minimal with this property.
We claim that this is well-defined: to show this, it suffices to show that property (i) is satisfied
when F is the set of all possible edges between the new vertices and the old ones. For, any edge
e ∈ E already has k triangles among the edges in E, and has two new triangles. For one of the
new edges e = (xi, v) where v ∈ V , by Observation 4.3 v must have degree at least k+ 2, and each
such edge from v corresponds to a triangle on e.
We now claim that the resulting graph G′ is a critical k + 2-truss. By definition of F , G′ is a
k + 2-truss. To show criticality, first suppose there is some non-empty edge-subset E′ ∪ F ′, where
E′ ⊆ E and F ′ ⊆ F , such that G′(E′ ∪ F ′) is a k + 2-truss. Note that G(E′) must be a k-truss
(as removing the edges incident to x1, x2 can only remove 2 triangles per edge). Since G is critical,
this implies that E′ = ∅ or E′ = E. If E′ = ∅, then G(F ′) must be a k-truss. However, the
edges between G and x1, x2 have no triangles, so we must have F
′ = ∅. If E′ = E, then the graph
G′(E ∪ F ′) is a k + 2-truss; by definition of F , this implies that F ′ = F .
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Next, suppose that G′ has an isolated vertex. Since G is critical, the only possible isolated
vertices are x1, x2; say without loss of generality that x1 is isolated. Since vertex x2 can only
contribute a single triangle per edge, this implies that G must be a k + 1-truss. But, note that
if we remove any edge e from G, this can only decrease triangle counts by one per edge, so that
G(E − {e}) would also be a k-truss, contradicting criticality of G.
The second bound is essentially identical, except that we add only a single vertex instead of
two vertices.
We can use Lemma 4.5 to compute the following, relatively crude, bounds on M∗n,k; we will
later show a more precise result for large n.
Proposition 4.6. For n > k + 3, we have the following bounds:
1. For k even, we have M∗n,k ≤ n(k + 1)− (k2/2 + 2k).
2. For k odd, we have M∗n,k ≤ n(k + 1)− (k2/2 + 2k − 1/2).
Proof. Consider some integer i ≥ 6. First, we claim that M∗i,2 ≤ 3i − 6. To see this, consider the
graph G, which is a cycle C of length i− 2, plus two new vertices connected to every vertex in C.
It is not hard to see that this is a critical 2-truss with i vertices and 3i− 6 edges.
Now, repeatedly apply Lemma 4.5 to show that
M∗i+2j,2+2j ≤M∗i,2 + 2i+ 2(i+ 2) + · · ·+ 2(i+ 2j − 2) ≤ 3i− 6 + (2j(j + i− 1))
Setting j = (k − 2)/2 and i = n+ 2− k gives
M∗n,k ≤ n(k + 1)− (k2/2 + 2k)
Also, by Lemma 4.5, we have
M∗i+1,3 ≤M∗i,2 + i ≤ 4i− 6
Now, repeatedly apply Lemma 4.5 to show that
M∗i+1+2j,3+2j ≤M∗i+1,3 + 2(i+ 1) + 2(i+ 3) + · · ·+ 2(i+ 2j − 1) ≤ 4i− 6 + 2j(i+ j)
Setting j = (k − 3)/2 and i = n+ 2− k gives
M∗n,k ≤ n(k + 1)− (k2/2 + 2k − 1/2)
In Appendix A, we compute the precise value of M∗n,2, namely
M∗n,2 = 3n− 6.
We now turn to our main result, which is to show that for large n and k, the value of M∗n,k is
not much larger than Mn,k, namely
M∗n,k = (Θ(1) + k/2)n+ Θ(k
2)
The lower bounds in this expression come directly from our formula for Mn,k, Theorem 3.1.
The upper bound construction starts with a strong embedding of quadrilaterals and hexagons in
the torus. (A strong embedding is one in which each edge meets exactly two faces). We describe
in Appendix B when such embeddings exist.
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Lemma 4.7. Let P1, . . . , Pr be polygons with f1, . . . , fr sides respectively, where fi ≥ 4 for i =
1, . . . , r and g = f1 + · · · + fr. Suppose that there is a strong embedding of the polygons P in
the torus. Then for k ≥ 3, there is a critical k-truss with G with r(k − 2) + g/2 vertices and
r
(
k−1
2
)
+ (k − 1 + 1/2)g edges.
Proof. Let T be the embedding of P . This graph has r faces; since it is a strong embedding, each
edge is in precisely two faces, and so it has s = 12
∑r
i=1 fi edges. By Euler’s formula, it therefore
has s− r vertices.
We form the graph G as follows. The graph G starts with the edges and nodes coming from T .
For each face F of T , we insert a copy of Kk−1, in which each vertex of Kk−1 is connected to all of
the corresponding vertices in F . For a face F , we let C(F ) denote the copy of Kk−1 corresponding
to F . We let H(F ) denote the edges connecting the vertices of T with the vertices of C(F ) itself.
Let us first compute the number of vertices and edges G. The embedding T itself has s − r
vertices and s edges. For each polygon i, we have k − 1 vertices and (k−12 ) edges in C(F ) and
fi(k − 1) edges in H(F ). So
|V (G)| = s− r + r(k − 1) = r(k − 2) + 12
r∑
i=1
fi
and
|E(G)| = s+
r∑
i=1
(
(
k − 1
2
)
+ fi(k − 1)) = r
(
k − 1
2
)
+ (k − 1 + 1/2)
r∑
i=1
fi
We next check that G is itself a k-truss. For any edge e of T , observe that the two corresponding
faces include copies of complete graphs Kk−1. So e has 2k − 2 ≥ k triangles.
Next let us examine the edges within a face F . The edges within C(F ) have k − 3 triangles
(within C(F )) and at least fi ≥ 4 triangles (connected to the vertices of F ), for a total of k + 1
triangles. The edges of H(F ) have 2 triangles connecting them to other nodes in F and k − 2
triangles within C(F ), a total of k triangles. This establishes that G is a k-truss.
We next need to show that it is critical. Suppose that L ⊆ E(G) is a k-truss; we need to show
that L = E(G) or L = ∅. We do this in four stages.
(a) We claim first that, for every face F , either L contains all the edges in C(F ), or none of
them. For, suppose that L omits an edge e = (u, v) inside some C(F ). In this case, the edge
e′ ∈ H(F ) joining a vertex of F to u would lose a triangle; since e′ has only k triangles in G,
this implies that e′ /∈ L. So L is disjoint to H(F ). But then any edge remaining in C(F )∩L
would have at most k − 3 triangles. This in turn implies that C(F ) ∩ L = ∅.
(b) We next claim that, for every face F , either L contains all the edges in C(F )∪H(F ), or none
of them. For, if L omits any edge of C(F ), it omits them all. In such a case, each edge of
H(F ) would have only 2 triangles, and would be omitted. On the other hand, suppose that
L contains all C(F ) but omits an edge e = (u, v) ∈ H(F ), where u ∈ (F ∩ T ) and v ∈ C(F ).
If u′ is the vertex adjacent to u in the face F ∩ T , then the edge (u′, v) would have at most
k − 1 triangles, so it too is omitted. Continuing this way, it must be the case that all edges
connecting F ∩ T to v are omitted. But then the edges in C(F ) have only k − 3 triangles,
which is a contradiction.
(c) We next claim that for every face F , either L contains all the edges in C(F )∪H(F )∪(T ∩F ),
or none of them. There are two things to verify here. First, suppose that L omits an edge
e = (u, v) of T ∩ F . In this case, an edge connecting u to C(F ) would have less than k
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triangles, and would be omitted from L. By part (b), this in turn implies that L omits every
edge of C(F ) ∪ H(F ). So every edge of T ∩ F would have at most k − 1 triangles (coming
from the face F ′ other than F ), so would be omitted.
Next, suppose that L omits an edge e ∈ C(F )∪H(F ). As we have already shown, this implies
that L omits every such edge. Again, this implies that every edge of T ∩ F would have at
most k − 1 triangles (coming from the face F ′ other than F ), so would be omitted.
(d) Finally, we claim that either L = E(G) or L = ∅. For, suppose that G omits an edge
e ∈ (F ∩ T ) ∪ C(F ) ∪H(F ) for some face F . By part (c), L must omit every edge in F .
Thus, if F is a face within an omitted edge, and F ′ touches F in the tiling, then some edge
of F ′ is omitted too. So the set of faces with omitted edges is a connected component of the
tiling. Since the tiling is connected, it must be that every face has an omitted edge. By part
(c), this implies that every face has all its edges omitted. So L = ∅.
Theorem 4.8. For k ≥ 2 and n ≥ k + 4, we have
n(k/2 + 1) ≤M∗n,k ≤ n(k/2 + 5/2− 1/k) +O(k2) ≤ nk/2 +O(n+ k2)
Proof. We have already shown the lower bound, which is an immediate consequence of Observa-
tion 4.3. Lemma 4.6 shows that M∗n,k ≤ n(k + 1)− (k2/2 + 2k − 1/2); when n ≤ 2k, this quantity
is O(k2) and we are done. Similarly, Lemma 4.6 already shows this result when k = 2. So let us
suppose that k ≥ 3 and n > 2k for the remainder of the proof.
Let us write n = ik+ j, where j ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1} and i ≥ 2. Now consider taking i polygons, of
which two are (j + 4)-gons and the remaining i− 2 are quadrilaterals. Because of our restrictions
on i, j, Lemma B.1 shows that these polygons can be embedded in the torus. Furthermore, we have
g = 4(i− 2) + 2(j + 4) = 4i+ 2j.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.7, there is a critical k-truss with i(k−2)+(2i+j) = ik+j = n vertices.
It has m = i
(
k−1
2
)
+ (k − 1 + 1/2)(4i+ 2j) edges. As n = ik + j, this is
m =
(3k − 1)(k − 2)j + (k(k + 5)− 2)n
2k
Using the bound j ≤ k − 1, we can simplify this as m ≤ (k/2 + 5/2− 1/k) +O(k2).
5 Practical k-truss decomposition algorithm
In this section, we develop a practical algorithms for computing τ and determining the core-
decomposition of the triangle hypergraph. There is a generic algorithm for finding the k-core
decomposition of a hypergraph; this can be adapted to compute τ , and is essentially what was
given originally in [6]. Another generic algorithm is to generate the triangle hypergraph (which
may have size m3/2) and use a hypergraph k-core algorithm on it; this may take O(m3/2) time but
will also take O(m3/2) memory.
Wang & Cheng [16] discussed an algorithm to avoid the memory complexity, computing τ in
O(m3/2) time and O(m + n) memory. Their algorithm is somewhat complex, so we present an
alternate Algorithm 1, which is inspired by the Wang & Cheng approach but using simpler data
structures. This algorithm uses two simple data structures: an array T , wherein T (e) records for
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each edge e whether e has been removed from the residual graph), and a queue Q of edges remaining
to be processed.
Algorithm 1
1: Initialized T ← 0.
2: Compute the triangle counts 4(e) for all e ∈ E.
3: for k = 1, . . . ,
√
m do
4: for all edges e ∈ E do
5: if 4(e) < k and T (e) 6= 1 then enqueue e onto Q and update T [e]← 1
6: end for
7: for all edges e = (u, v) ∈ Q with u < v do
8: for all w ∈ N(u) do
9: if (v, w) ∈ E then
10: 4(u,w)←4(u,w)− 1
11: if 4(u,w) = k − 1 then enqueue (u,w) onto Q and update T [(u,w)]← 1
12: 4(v, w)←4(v, w)− 1
13: if 4(v, w) = k − 1 then enqueue (v, w) onto Q and update T [(v, w)]← 1
14: end if
15: end for
16: Dequeue e from Q
17: Output τ(e) = k − 1
18: end for
19: end for
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm 1 computes τ in O(m3/2) time and O(n+m) memory.
Proof. The arrays T,4 can be referenced or updated in O(1) time. Operations for enqueue and
dequeue in Q take O(1) time. Standard techniques allow enumeration of triangles using O(m3/2)
time and O(m+n) memory. The data structures T,4, Q are indexed by edges, and so overall take
O(m) memory.
The common neighbors w between endpoints of an edge (u, v) can be identified by testing if
(w, v) ∈ E for each w ∈ N(u). Since in line (11) we only enumerate over w ∈ N(u) where u < v,
we can see that it takes O(min(d(u), d(v))) time to process each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E. Each edge
appears at most once in Q, and so we may sum over all edges to compute the algorithm run time∑
(u,v)∈E
min(d(u), d(v)) =
∑
(u,v)∈E
u<v
min(d(u), d(v)) =
∑
u∈V
∑
v∈N(u),v>u
d(u) =
∑
u∈V
d(u)d<(u)
≤
∑
u∈V
d(u) min(d(u),m/d(u)) as d<(u) ≤ m/d(u)
≤
∑
u∈V
d(u)
√
m = O(m3/2)
6 Fast matrix multiplication algorithm for small k
For many applications, we are only interested in the k-truss for small values of k. For example, in a
social network, groups of dozens or hundreds of people may represent communities of interest, but
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groups of thousands or millions are not probably not all mutually interacting in an interesting way.
In this section, we provide an algorithm which provides a partial truss-decomposition, namely, it
lists the k-truss-components for k = 1, . . . ,Kmax where Kmax = o(m
1/2).
The main idea behind this algorithm is to compute τ by repeatedly removing edges and updating
the triangle counts for the remaining edges of the graph. Each edge is incident on less than
k triangles in the residual graph when it is removed. Thus, if we could enumerate these edges
quickly, we could potentially perform each edge-removal step in only O(k) ≤ O(Kmax) time.
The difficulty is that we must be able to quickly enumerate the triangles in the residual graphs.
There is a long history of using fast matrix multiplication for triangle counting. In [1], an algorithm
for counting triangles faster than O(n3) was given. This was extended to sparse graphs in [17], with
an algorithm faster than O(m3/2). In [3], this and similar ideas led to algorithms to enumerate
triangles quickly (as long as the graph had relatively few triangles.) However, the main difference
between our setting and these algorithms is that they are inherently static: they treat the graph G
as a fixed input, and the output is the triangle count or list of triangles. To compute τ , by contrast,
we must be able to dynamically maintain the triangle lists as edges are removed. We develop an
algorithm based on a method of [10] for finding witnesses for boolean matrix multiplication. This
method was also used as the basis for the triangle-enumeration algorithm [3].
Our algorithm will be based on fast matrix multiplication, specifically multiplication of rect-
angular matrices. We measure the cost of this operation in terms of the function Γ : [0, 1] → R+
defined by
Γ(t) = inf{s ∈ R | there is an algorithm
for n× dnte by dnte × n matrix multiplication in O(ns) time}
Γ(1) is better known as the linear-algebra constant ω, and it is known that Γ(t) = 2 for t ≤ 0.3.
Standard compactness and randomization arguments show that there exists a single randomized
algorithm capable of multiplying n× nt by nt × n matrices in time nΓ(t)+o(1) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
6.1 Algorithm outline
We begin by generating L random subsets X1, . . . , XL ⊆ V , in which each vertex is placed into
each Xi with probability 0.01/Kmax and L = cKmax log n for some sufficiently large constant c. We
will use a data-structure D that keeps track of two pieces of information per edge e = (u, v):
1. G(e, `) =
∑
w∈N(u)∩N(v)∩X` w for each ` ∈ [L];
2. The triangle count 4(e).
Note that in the definition of G(e, `), we are taking an integer sum, and we interpret the
summand w as an integer in the range {1, . . . , n}. The significance of G(e, `) is the following:
suppose that e = (u, v) and there is exactly one vertex w with w ∈ N(u) ∩ N(v) ∩ X`. Then
w = G(e, `). (If |N(u) ∩N(v) ∩X`| > 1, then G(e, `) is essentially meaningless.)
We provide an outline of our algorithm as Algorithm 2. Many of the stages of this algorithm
are merely sketches; we will provide more detail on how to implement them efficiently, and their
overall running times, in Section 6.2.
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Algorithm 2
1: Generate and sort random subsets X1, . . . , XL.
2: Build the data structure D, by computing G(e, `) and 4(e) for every edge e and every ` ∈ [L].
(See Proposition 6.1)
3: for k = 1, . . . ,Kmax do
4: while 4(e) < k for some edge e ∈ G do
5: Output τ(e) = k − 1
6: Enumerate all the triangles involving e in the graph G. (See Proposition 6.2)
7: Remove e from G
8: Update D appropriately. (See Proposition 6.3)
9: end while
10: end for
11: for all remaining edges e in G do
12: Output τ(e) ≥ k
13: end for
6.2 Analysis of Algorithm 2
Let us examine the costs of these stages, and provide more in-depth information on how to imple-
ment.
Step 1. This can be performed easily in O(Lm) time.
Step 2. Proposition 6.1 shows the complexity bounds than can achieved for this step.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose Kmax = m
a, and let b ∈ [0, 1 − a]. Let t = 1−a−b1−b . Then Step (2) can
be implemented with high probability in m1+b+o(1) +ma+(1−b)Γ(t)+o(1) time and O˜(m1+a +m2(1−b))
memory.2
Proof. We will use a method similar to [17] to compute4(e) and G(e, `) for each edge e and ` ∈ [L].
Since the method used to compute 4(e) is similar to G(e, `), we will focus solely on G(e, `). We
divide the vertices into two classes: the heavy vertices v (if d(v) > s) and the light vertices (if
d(v) ≤ s), where s = mb.
We say that an edge is heavy if both vertices are heavy and a triangle is heavy if all three
vertices are heavy. Let H denote the number of heavy vertices; observe that we have |H| ≤ 2m/s.
It is easy to compute Glight(e, `): for each light vertex v, we simply enumerate over all pairs
u,w ∈ N(v) and check if there is an edge (u,w). This finds each light triangle at least once.
Next, we compute Gheavy(e, `). By Chernoff’s bound, whp the number of heavy vertices of
color ` is at most h` = O(|H|/L + log n). By our assumption that |H| ≤ 2m/s ≤ 2ma, we have
h` ≤ m1−a−b+o(1).
We form two matrices A and A′ which record the edges from heavy vertices to heavy vertices
of class l. Namely, for every v ∈ H and every w ∈ H ∩X` we define
A(v, w) =
{
1 if (v, w) ∈ E
0 if (v, w) /∈ E A
′(v, w) =
{
w if (v, w) ∈ E
0 if (v, w) /∈ E
Now observe that for any heavy edge e = (u, v), we can compute G(e, `) as
G(e, `) = (ATA′)u,v
2We say an event occurs with high probability (abbreviated whp) it is has probability at least 1− n−Ω(1).
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and this rectangular matrix multiplication can be computed in |H|Γ(1−logb L)mo(1) ≤ m(1−b)Γ(t)+o(1)
time.
In all, the total time complexity for step (2) is O(m1+b) +ma+(1−b)Γ(t)+o(1). By our assumption
on b, the two exponents are equal to a common value and so this is m1+b+o(1).
Finally, we examine the memory used by this process. For each ` = 1, . . . , L the matrix
multiplication could potentially cost up to m2(1−b)+o(1) memory. However, we only need to keep
track of G(e, `); the remainder of the matrix product ATA′ can be discarded. Thus, the overall
memory is O˜(m1+a +m2(1−b)).
Step 6. We bound this complexity as follows.
Proposition 6.2. For any fixed edge e, we can execute step (6) in O(Kmax log n) time whp.
Proof. We note first of all that the choice of which edge to remove is not affected by the randomness
of D in any way. Thus, we may suppose that the residual graph is fixed and edge e has k ≤ Kmax
triangles, and that the random choice of X1, . . . , XL is made at this stage (as opposed to the
beginning of the algorithm).
Let W = N(u) ∩N(v); observe that |W | ≤ k ≤ Kmax. Now, consider the following process to
generate a set W ′: for each ` ∈ [L] set x` = G(e, `), and test if there are edges (u, x`), (v, x`) in
the residual graph. If so, then add x` to W
′. Overall, this method generate W ′ in time O(L) ≤
O(Kmax log n).
We claim that whp W ′ = W . It is clear that W ′ ⊆W , so we need to show that each w ∈W is
placed into W ′ whp. This will occur iff there is some ` ∈ [L] with |W ∩X`| = {w}. For each value of
` and each v ∈W we have v ∈ X` with probability 0.01/Kmax. Thus, the probability that W ∩X` =
{w} is precisely 0.01/Kmax(1− 0.01/Kmax)|W |−1 ≥ Ω(1/Kmax). Since L = cKmax log n, the overall
probability that W ∩X1, . . . ,W ∩XL are all distinct from {w} is at most (1 − Ω(1/Kmax))c logn.
This can be reduced to n−C , for an arbitrary constant C, by taking c sufficiently large.
Step 8. We finish by describing how to update D when an edge e has been removed. Recall
that from step (6) we have a listing of all the triangles that e currently participates in.
Proposition 6.3. Suppose we are given an edge e of G and a listing of all t triangles involving
edge e. Then we can update the data structure D for the graph G− e in time O(t log n).
Proof. Suppose that e = (u, v) and w1, . . . , ws are the other vertices involved in triangles with e.
We update 4 as follows; for each i = 1, . . . , s, we simply decrement one from 4(u,wi) and
4(v, wi). This clearly runs in time O(t).
To update G, we do the following: for each ` ∈ [L], test if v ∈ X`. If so, then for i = 1, . . . , s
we update G((u,wi), `)← G((u,wi), `)− v. Similarly, we test if u ∈ X`; if so, then for i = 1, . . . , s
we update G((v, wi), `)← G((v, wi), `)− u
Since the lists X1, . . . , XL have been sorted, we can test if u, v ∈ Xl in O(log n) time.
With high probability, there are at most O(log n) values of ` such that v ∈ X` or u ∈ X`. Thus,
this step require O(t log n) time.
Putting it together. Now that we have fully specified the steps of this algorithm, we can
deduce an overall bound on its complexity.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose Kmax = m
a, and r ∈ [2, 3] satisfies r ≥ Γ(2−a(2+r)2−a ). Then Algorithm 2
runs in m
2r+a
r+1
+o(1) time and O˜(m
4−2a
r+1 +m1+a) memory whp.
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Proof. Each edge e appears at at most once in the loop. Applying Proposition 6.2 to each such
edge gives a total time for steps (4) — (7) of O(Kmax logm). Also by Proposition 6.3 D can be
updated in O(Kmax logm) time.
Thus, the total time is m1+a+o(1) for steps (4)—(7). Apply Proposition 6.1 with b = r+a−1r+1 , so
that step (2) executes in m
2r+a
r+1
+o(1) time and O˜(m
4−2a
r+1 +m1+a) memory.
For Kmax ≤
√
m and r ∈ [2, 3], we have 1 + a ≤ 2r+ar+1 . So the overall time complexity is
m
2r+a
r+1
+o(1) time.
For any particular value of Kmax (and hence a), one may select a value of r to optimize Theo-
rem 6.4. At the current time, the known upper bounds on Γ(t) are highly non-linear functions of
t for t ∈ [0.30, 1] (though it is conjectured that Γ(t) = 2 for t ∈ [0, 1]). Thus, one cannot perform
this optimization in closed form. It is natural though to focus on the case in which Kmax is small,
for example Kmax = m
a where a approaches to a constant near zero. (Even the case Kmax = O(1),
corresponding to a = o(1), is relevant.) In this case, the following, somewhat crude, bound is
available.
Proposition 6.5. For Kmax ≤ m0.029, Algorithm 2 runs in O(m1.4071K0.07971max ) time and O(m1.1860)
memory.
Proof. As shown in [11], the function Γ(x) is concave-up for x ∈ [0, 1]. As shown in [8], we have
Γ(0.95) ≤ 2.336306 and as shown in [9] we have Γ(1) = ω ≤ 2.3728639. Hence, for x ∈ [0.95, 1] we
have
Γ(x) ≤ 2.336306 + 0.731158(x− 0.95) (2)
Now set r = 11.545897− 68.2410687.4393137−a and let t = 2−a(2+r)2−a . Observe that t ≥ 0.95 for a ∈ [0.029].
Hence one may verify using (2) that r ≥ Γ(t) for all a ∈ [0.029]. Further calculus shows that for
a ∈ [0.029] we have
2r + a
r + 1
≤ 1.40752 + 0.0642a
and hence the total time is O(m1.4071K0.07971max ). The total memory is O˜(m
1+a + m
4−2a
r+1 ). In this
range, the first term is negligible and this is O(m1.1860) memory.
Proposition 6.6. If ω = 2, then Algorithm 2 runs in m4/3+o(1)K
1/3
max time and O˜(m4/3 +mKmax)
memory.
Proof. Apply Theorem 6.4 with r = 2.
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A Calculation of M ∗n,2
In this section, we show that M∗n,2 = 3n− 6. Given the critical 2-truss G, let us define V to be the
vector space of all functions from E to the finite field GF (2). For any edge subset L ⊆ E, define
χL to the characteristic function of L. A standard result in graph theory (see e.g. [7]) is that the
vector space V has dimension m− n+ 1.
Proposition A.1. Let U denote a set of triangles in G, in which every edge e ∈ E is contained in
at least two triangles in U , and such that U is inclusion-wise minimal with this property. Then for
every proper subset W ( U , the set of functions {χw | w ∈W} is linearly independent.
Proof. Suppose not; then
∑
t∈W χt = 0 where W 6= ∅. Let L denote the set of edges appearing in
the triangles t ∈ W . For every e ∈ L we also must have ∑t∈W χt(e) = 0. As this sum is taken
modulo two, there must be at least two triangles t1, t2 ∈W with e ∈ t1, t2 (by definition of L, there
is at least one). Also by definition of L, the triangles t1, t2 lie in G(L). As every edge e ∈ L appears
in two triangles in G(L), the graph G(L) is a 2-truss.
Since G is a critical 2-truss, this implies that L = E. Thus, every edge of G is covered by at
least two triangles in W . This contradicts minimality of U .
Proposition A.2. For every n > 4 we have M∗n,2 = 3n− 6
Proof. The upper bound has already been shown in Lemma 4.6.
To show the lower bound, let G be a critical 2-truss. Select U to be an inclusion-wise minimal
set of triangles in G, with the property that every edge is in at least two triangles of U . Such a set
must exist, as every edge is in at least two triangles in the full graph G.
Since every edge is in at least two triangles in U , we have 3|U | ≥ 2m. By Proposition A.1,
the set U has no linearly-dependent proper subset. Hence, its dimension must be at least |U | − 1.
Since the overall vector space has dimension m− n+ 1, this implies that |U | − 1 ≤ m− n+ 1, i.e.
m ≥ |U |+ n− 2. Putting these inequalities together gives m ≥ 3(n− 2).
B Lemma B.1
In this section, we show a lemma on the existence of certain strong embeddings in the torus.
Lemma B.1. For any integers i ≥ 0, t ≥ 4, there is a strong embedding of two t-gons and i
quadrilaterals in the torus.
Proof. There are two cases depending on whether t is even or odd.
Case I: t = 2s. We view each of the t-gons as rectangles, having two parallel vertical sides
of length s− 1 and two parallel sides of length 1. They are stacked vertically on top of i squares.
Overall, we have one large rectangle with verticle sides of length i + 2(s − 1) and horizontal sides
of length 1. See Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The two t-gons packed on top of i squares
To form the torus, we first identify the top and bottom edges (marked by X) to form a cylinder
with circular circumference i+2(s−1). Then we identify the left side of the cylinder with the right
side, performing a twist of one side; namely, a rotation by s− 1; thus, the two edges marked Y are
identified.
We need to verify that this is a strong embeddind. Clearly the horizontal edges have distinct
faces. One can also easily verify that every left edge is identified with a right edge from a distinct
polygon. For example, the top s−1 left edges come from the top t-gon and they are identified with
the s− 1 right edges from the bottom t-gon.
Case II: t = 2s + 1. We view each of the t-gons as trapezoids with base length 1 and side
lengths s − 1 and s, joined so that they form a rectangle of height 2s − 1. We put the i squares
below them, and use a similar twisting process to join them into a torus. See Figure 2.
}
}
}
(s-1)
s
i
X
X
Y
Y
Figure 2: The two t-gons packed on top of i squares
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